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The Big Give showcases the work of over 9,500 charities and
has already helped to raise over £50million. We run a wide
variety of innovative programs which help our charities raise
further income whilst enabling donors to increase the impact
of their donations.

First and foremost A HUGE THANK YOU for supporting The Big Give 3! Without
your support we would never have had the successful of the night that we
achieved. Your items in our swag bag are still being talked about. I can guarantee
that you each received loads of new clients out of the 850 bags obtained, and 900
attendees because I have only received such excitement and praise for the
"Ultimate Swag Bag". Without you, and your donation, I wouldn't be able to host
an event, why? Because our grab bag is what people are hungry for, it is what
sets us apart.
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Lypsyl, TOM's and Finesse
Press the Beauty Magazine
Fall/Winter 2013-2014
Reach: 4,375
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Publish Date: November 14, 2013
Media Outlet: rantsandrascal
Location: canada
Province: on
Type: blog
Reach: 5,000
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Publish Date: November 5, 2013
Media Outlet: smilesdentalgroup
Location: National
Province: CDN
Type: website
Reach: 5,000

http://smilesdentalgroup.com
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Publish Date: November 20, 2013
Media Outlet: ivillage.ca/style
Location: National
Province: CDN
Type: Website
Reach: 91,000
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Physicians Formula Blemish Rx Healing
Concealer was featured in yesterday’s
segment titled, “Happy Body Angry Skin”
on The Better Show. The Better Show has
a daily viewership of 600,000.

http://better.tv/view/health2-health-happy-body-angry-skin
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Physicians Formula Baked Collection Wet/Dry Eye Shadow was featured on-air in this
morning’s segment of the TODAY Show with Kathie Lee & Hoda in a story titled, “Bobbie’s
Buzz: 4 amazing eye shadow secrets”. Estimated Audience Number: 4,665,563.

Try wet/dry
If you're convinced you can't blend well, just add water. Wet/dry eyeshadows are extremely
versatile and easy to use. Water will boost the pigment's intensity, and help you place product
more precisely. First, wet a small round-tip brush, swipe only on one side of the palette, then
apply like an eyeliner.
Next, switch to a slightly softer/fuller brush, swipe on the dry side of the palette, and then use
to blend over the shadow you applied while wet. This will not only deliver a two-tone look of
depth, but also set and lock in your color longer. Cult-favorite collections include Urban Decay's
Shadows (available in 78 shades),Laura Mercier's Baked Eye Colours (also available in Petite
Bonbons), and Physician

Formula's Baked Collection.

http://www.today.com/klgandhoda/bobbies-beauty-buzz-best-eyeshadow-tips-tricks-2D11624206
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